**TURBID LAKE, Killarney Provincial Park**

**PORTAGE FROM TURBID LAKE TO JOHNNIE LAKE**
Turbid Lake accesses Johnnie Lake through Billy Creek without portaging, although a few lift overs accompany this route. Water levels on the creek can be low at times but should present no problems to paddlers.

**TURBID LAKE**
Turbid Lake is a section of the Lakelands and Headwaters region of the park. This small lake gives access to both the Silver Peak and Lake of the Woods hiking trails.

When choosing a campsite on Turbid Lake for the night, we recommend site #234 which is situated at the opposite end of Turbid Lake from its access. This campsite is the furthest from Bell Lake Rd. and is more secluded the site #235.

**LAKE OF THE WOODS**
Follow Turbid Lake to the 187m portage at the south western arm; a small gravel parking lot will come into view, from there cross Bell Lake Rd. to the trailhead. Leave the canoes at the Turbid portage, as there is no need for them at this point.

This 3.5km loop encircles a lake running along the ridge tops on either side, providing many elevated lookouts of Lake of the Woods. This trail passes through old growth forests which play host to a variety of fascinating plants and animals. At one point the trail descends to the shoreline, where a short boardwalk connects to the lake’s only island.